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Would you think that a simple floor mat for your car or truck would cost you, oh, around ten or fifteen dollars? Because of what floor mat is, if not a piece of folding carpet or plastic? And if you're here to check out how much the floor mat costs WeatherTech, it might be a bit surprising to know that they can run up to $100.
Why is WeatherTech so expensive? WeatherTech is a Chicago-based manufacturer of mats and vehicle floor liners. Very expensive mats and floor liners. But you already know that. WeatherTech is a Chicago-based manufacturer of mats and vehicle floor liners. Very expensive mats and floor liners. But you already know
that. What you probably don't know is that the company is really dedicated to developing and manufacturing all its products in the United States. WeatherTech products are made of American raw materials, using American machines and skilled hands of American workers. This raises their prices and it greatly improves
the quality and qualities of the mat. WeatherTech makes for a truly superior product. Is WeatherTech mats worth the money? Your travel stock mat is basically the cheapest thing your vehicle manufacturer can escape with. The original mat will not give you more than a few years of service and that's if you are careful.
Even if your mats hold on, they are hard to clean up and they are constantly shifting. How much does it take to protect the carpet underneath? Not too much at all. So, it makes sense to spend a few extra dollars and invest in high-quality WeatherTech floor mats. This holds especially true if you are driving with crowded
kids in the back seat, if you use your vehicle to work, or if you live in a climate where rain, mud, or snow can be a nuisance to clean up. Yes, WeatherTech's floor mat is expensive but its price is worth The WeatherTech's unique advantage. The company's mat delivers the most advanced floor protection available on the
market today: Floor mats are available with custom mats for more than 1,000 vehicles. WeatherTech offers the largest selection of floor mats and liners for the highest number of models. The innovative patent material of the floor mat is utilised and resistant to UV. It will ensure its flexibility even below the most extreme
temperatures. Moreover, it can be recycled 100%. While competing floor mats in this price category have similar features, WeatherTech's floor mat gantocity and design details make it a better option. That's a good question. After all, if you're going to stimulate on a set of WeatherTech floor mats, you want to make sure
you'll get the best deal. A highly sought after upgrading, makes sense modern guide not to wait for sales when it comes to Weathertech Floor Mats. However, we get you protected when it comes to getting the biggest bang for your money. If you're looking for a place to buy and sell WeatherTech products cheaply, you've
found it. TDot's achievements are canada's legitimate for WeatherTech. This means we offer a selection of the biggest WeatherTech products in Canada, and no one can beat our prices! Oh, and you'll also enjoy our free Canadian free shipping. If you find another legitimate dealer Weathertech Mats in Canada with a
better deal than us, let us know and we'll be sure to beat their prices! You don't have to wait for Black Friday, Cyber Monday, or any other major sale to buy WeatherTech floor mats and floor liners at great prices. TDot Performance offers the lowest prices on WeatherTech products in Canada all year round! When you
buy WeatherTech Mats and liners you from us, you will definitely feel like you're getting a big bargain from a Black Friday sale. Nobody can beat our prices! See the best prices at WeatherTech.. Here are some useful videos: Skip to main content Get free shipping with Amazon Prime members enjoying FREE Shipping
and exclusive access to music, movies, TV shows, original audio series, and Kindle books. Skip to Main Conten Part 1 Let's go 1 go enough to find out the ways you can try to save money on beauty. Collecting samples An effective way to save money is to save samples in your savings. You can e Read More According
to research, in 2010 the average American household spends 2504 a year on entertainment, which is less than food, housing or transport but still nearly 5 percent of the entire former Read More Facing global pandemic difficulties, Amazon Prime Day2020 is almost ready to go into hope under the conjection of many.
However, the good news is that this Amazon giant doesn't give Read More Holidays is a time to have fun. Eat all the food, drink all drinks, and spend all the money &amp;; mdash; starting a new food or a new budget for the holidays is a stupid act, a way of common sense. Ev Read More ecommerce website provides
sales verity, discounts, or coupons to their customers. Buyers love deals, in the form through sales, choice of goods, or coupons. Although people Read More Page 2 Part 1 Let's continue to know the ways you can try to save money on beauty. Collecting samples An effective way to save money is to save samples in
your savings. You can e Read More According to research, in 2010 the average American household spends 2504 a year on entertainment, which is less than food, housing or transport but still nearly 5 percent of the entire former Read More Facing global pandemic difficulties, Amazon Prime Day2020 is almost ready to
go into hope under the conjection of many. However, the good news is that this Amazon giant doesn't give Read More Holidays is for fun. Eat all the food, drink all drinks, and spend all the money &amp;; mdash; starting a new food or a new budget for the holidays is a stupid act, a way of common sense. Ev Read More
ecommerce website provides sales verity, discounts, or coupons to their customers. Buyers like the offer, in through sales, choice of goods, or coupons. Although people Read More Page 3 Part 1 Let's continue to know the ways you can try to save money on beauty. Collecting samples An effective way to save money is
to save samples in your savings. You can e Read More According to research, in 2010 the average American household spends 2504 a year on entertainment, which is less than food, housing or transport but still nearly 5 percent of the entire former Read More Facing global pandemic difficulties, Amazon Prime
Day2020 is almost ready to go into hope under the conjection of many. However, the good news is that this Amazon giant doesn't give Read More Holidays is a time to have fun. Eat all the food, drink all drinks, and spend all the money &amp;; mdash; starting a new food or a new budget for the holidays is a stupid act, a
way of common sense. Ev Read More ecommerce website provides sales verity, discounts, or coupons to their customers. Buyers love deals, in the form through sales, choice of goods, or coupons. While people Read More Page 4 Parts 1 Let's go 1 to find out which way you can try to save money for beauty. Collecting
samples An effective way to save money is to save samples in your savings. You can e Read More According to research, in 2010 the average American household spends 2504 a year on entertainment, which is less than food, housing or transport but still nearly 5 percent of the entire former Read More Facing global
pandemic difficulties, Amazon Prime Day2020 is almost ready to go into hope under the conjection of many. However, the good news is that this Amazon giant doesn't give Read More Holidays is a time to have fun. Eat all the food, drink all drinks, and spend all the money &amp;; mdash; starting a new food or a new
budget for the holidays is a stupid act, a way of common sense. Ev Read More ecommerce website provides sales verity, discounts, or coupons to their customers. Buyers love deals, in the form through sales, choice of goods, or coupons. While the Read More LOS ANGELES people - Released from the pesky mask he
had been wearing in court for two weeks, Kawhi Leonard cut loose. Got steal and dunk, hitting 3-pointers after a 3-pointer. He finished with a season-high 35 points, going over 10,000 in his career, and the Los Angeles Clippers aimed to beat the Chicago Bulls 130-127 on Sunday. It was a stepping stone, but I didn't
really care about it, Leonard said of his milestone. Maybe when I retire I'll sit down and see achievements. Now it's about being greedy and wanting more. Leonard reached plateau 10,000 on one of five 3 in the third quarter, when he scored 21 points. His eyes and 3-pointers made were the most in a quarter of his
career. He understands how they take care of it and he takes advantage of that, says teammate Paul George. He's He it's hot, so we'll definitely keep looking for him. Leonard's last 3-pointer on the final play gave the Clippers their first lead since they scored the game's first basket. In all, he has seven 3-pointers, tying his
career high. We need every bit of it, said Clippers coach Tyronn Lue. Leonard had 12 points in the first half, when the Clippers trailed by seven at the break. He got a steal and dunk for his first eye of the third, then made five straight 3-pointers before closing the inning with a pair of baskets, the last of which tied the game
at 87.For the first time in two weeks, Leonard no longer needed the mask on the court he wore trapped around his head to protect the eight stitches in his mouth. He got a hit by teammate Serge Ibaka's elbow in Denver on Christmas.George had 28 points, seven hits and nine assists for the Clippers, who avoided their
first three games of the season. Lou Williams added 21 from the bench. Zach LaVine preceded six Bulls in double figures with a season-high 45 points - four off his career high - and he made a season-best 10 3-pointers. Garrett added 18 points and Patrick Williams had 17. Coby White has a high career of 13 assists.
Chicago fell for the third time in a row for the first time since starting the season 0-3. We were disappointed we kept letting him (LaVine) get the look that he liked, George said, but in the end we were happy and excited that Kawhi had left. The Bulls shot 61% from the floor and 55% from 3-eye. We tried everything:
trapped, zoned, switched, went under, Lue said. They have one of those days where they shoot the ball well. The Clippers chased the Bulls through the first three quarters, falling behind by 13. Lou Williams tied the game at 94 heading into the fourth. Los Angeles outslided to six in fourth place before Temple's three-point
play put the Bulls ahead 119-118. Nicolas Batum hit three pointers in front of the Clippers bench with Thaddeus Young in his face, got fouled and made a free throw, going 8-0 up. that run gave Los Angeles a 126-119 lead. LaVine's not done yet. He had a three-point play and a 3-pointer over Marcus Morris Sr. to pull the
Bulls to 126-125.White got called for his fourth foul, putting George on the line. He made both to take a 128-125 lead. LaVine broadcasts three pointers from the top of the key with six moments to go. He got a call for a fourth foul and George made both free throws for a 130-125 lead. A passing basket closes the bases
for Chicago.TIP-INSBulls: Starting F Otto Porter Jr. missed the game with a lower back issue. ... Starting F Lauri Markkanen and G Ryan Arcidiacono have been able to while remaining in health and safety protocols in Chicago. Coach Billy Donovan said they continue to test negatives and he hopes they can rejoin the
team this week. ... F Chandler Hutchison did better. He's stuck in Washington, D.C., in health and safety protocols since a pair of games ended last year. ... ... Tomas Satoransky, who is self-isolating since the game in D.C., is also expected to rejoin the team. ... The team has put players limited on video calls before the
game so they can feel as though they are part of the locker room. Clippers: They made at least 20 3-pointers for the fifth time in franchise history. ... Batum played in his 800th career regular-season game. UP NEXTBulls: Host Boston on Tuesday.Clippers: Hosts of the New Orleans on Wednesday.___More AP NBA: and
Harris, The Associated PressVANCOUVER, British Columbia, Jan. 10, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Limited Mining Monument (TSX-V: MMY and FSE: D7Q1) (Monument or Company) is pleased to announce that it has signed a Purchase Agreement and Final Sale (Conclusive Agreement) dated 8 January 2021 with
Fortress Minerals Limited (Fortress) to sell a Fortress stake of 100% in its Malaysian subsidiary, Monument Mengapur Sdn Bhd (MMSB), which owns a 100% stake in the Copper and Iron Ore Project (Project Mengapurbat). Cathy Zhai, President and CEO of the Company stated after signing the Final Agreement: I am
honoured to announce the signing of the Final Agreement for the Compromise Project. This is part of our corporate restructuring that will shy up basic metal projects and allow us to focus on the development of our gold portfolio in Malaysia and Western Australia. Forts are incorporated in Singapore and listed on the
Singapore Exchange (SGX-ST) with its core businesses in exploration, mining and production. Its main iron ore operations are carried out in the state of Terengganu, Malaysia, as one of the top iron ore operations in the country. Under the terms of the Ultimate Fortress Agreement shall, in consideration of the shares of
MMSB, pay the Company US$30,000,000 in cash and give a royalty monument of 1.25% of the gross revenue on all products produced on the Compensating Project (Transaction). According to a letter of meaning signed on 29 July 2020 in relation to the Transaction, Fortress made a deposit of US$3.75 million
(Deposits) to the Monument under the escrow to obtain exclusive efforts in carrying out due diligence on the Project Complaining. Due diligence was completed on 8 December 2020 to Fortress's satisfaction. Upon signing the Agreement, US$3 million from the Deposit will be released to the Monument from escrow. In
addition, Fortress will pay the US$5.25 million Monument held under the escrow immediately, taking the total remaining escrow to US$6 million (Further Payment), which will be released to the Monument for a final payment of US$21 million together during the closure. Further Payment can be issued to the Monument
before closure if ask for an earlier start of civil work at the Mixing site. Further deposits and Payments are only refundable subject to certain conditions in accordance with the final terms and conditions The transaction is subject to the approval of Fortress shareholders, SGX-ST approval, and other conditions specified in
the Final Agreement. The closing date is expected to be three months from the date of the final agreement. The revenue received is subject to the seller's fee in the amount of US$600,000. Net revenue from the Transaction will be used for the development of corporate and gold projects. About Mining Monument
Monument Limited (TSX-V: MMY, FSE: D7Q1) is a steady Canadian gold producer operating a 100% Selinsing Gold Mine owned in Malaysia. Its experienced management team is committed to growth and advances a number of exploration and development projects including the Nursing Copper and Iron Project, in
Pahang Malaysia, and the Murchison Gold Project comprising Burnakura, Gabanintha and Tuckanarra in the Murchison area of Western Australia. The company employs about 200 people in both territories and is committed to the highest standards of environmental management, social responsibility, and health and
safety for its neighboring staff and communities. Cathy Zhai, President and CEO of Monument Mining Limited Suite 1580 -1100 Melville Street Vancouver, BC V6E 4A6FOR MORE INFORMATION visit the company's website at www.monumentmining.com or contact:Richard Cushing, MMY Vancouver T: +1-604-638-
1661 x102 rcushing@monumentmining.comBursa Efforts TSX or its Regulatory Service Providers (as the term is defined in the policy of the TSX Venture Exchange) accepts responsibility for the adequacy or accuracy of this release. Forward-Looking Statements This news release includes statements containing
forward-looking information about Monuments, business plans and its future (forward-looking statements). Forward-looking statements are statements involving expectations, plans, objectives or future events that are not historical facts and include the Company's plans with respect to its mineral projects and the time and
results of the proposed programmes and events referred to in this news release. Generally, forward-looking information can be identified by using forward-looking terms such as plans, anticipating or unexpected, expected, budget, scheduled, estimates, forecasts, intends, anticipate or do not anticipate, or believe, or
variations of such words and phrases or state that certain actions, events or decisions may be, may or be taken, may or may be taken, may Forward-looking statements in this news release are subject to a variety of risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause actual results or achievements to differ materially
from those expressed or implied by forward-looking statements. These risks and other factors include, without limitation: risks that are with general business, economy, competitiveness, geopolitical and social volatility; uncertainty over current results activities; uncertainty in the progress and time of development activities;
foreign operational risk; Other risks inherent in the mining industry and other risks described in the Company's management and analysis discussion and technical reports on the Company's projects, all of which are available under the Company's profile on SEDAR in www.sedar.com. Important factors and assumptions
used to develop forward-looking statements in these news releases include: expectations of an estimated cash cost per ounce of gold production and estimated cash flows that may be generated from operations, general economic factors and other factors that may be beyond the control of the Monument; assumptions
and expectations on the exploration results of the Company's projects; assumptions regarding the future price of other mineral gold; time and estimated amount of future production; time expectations and outcomes of development and exploration activities; future activity costs; capital and operational expenditure;
success of exploration activities; mining or processing issues; exchange rates; and all factors and assumptions described in the Company's management and analysis discussion and technical reports on the Company's projects, all of which are available under the Company's profile on SEDAR www.sedar.com. Although
the Company has tried to identify key factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those contained in forward-looking statements, there may be other factors that cause results not as expected, estimated or intended. There is no guarantee that such statements will prove accurate, as actual results and
future events can differ materially than expected in the statement. Therefore, readers should not place unjustified statements against forward-looking statements. The Company does not undertake to update any forward-looking statements, except in accordance with applicable securities laws. Ad•Siemens your AGThank
for your feedback. We will eliminate this and make the necessary changes. Siemens Cybersecurity Chief Officer Natalia Oropeza and expert Mirko Ross talk about cybersecurity challenges and what to do about them. Josh Allen and the Bills will get major attention in the division round. The footage, planned by anti-
lockdown protest groups, said Dorset PoliceAt at least 10 Indian loan apps on the Google Play Store, which has been downloaded millions of times, breached Google's rules at the length of loan repayments aimed at protecting vulnerable borrowers, according to Reuters' revisions to those services and more than a dozen
users. Four applications have been taken down from the Play Store - where Big Indian downloaded the phone app - after Reuters flagged to Google that they violated its ban on offering personal loans requiring full repayment in 60 days or less. Ad•Plus500Thank for your feedback. We will eliminate this and make
required changes.76.4% of retail CFD accounts lose money. Stop wasting money on the commission: Switch to Plus500 commission-free trade! NEW ORLEANS - Drew Brees will be able to celebrate his 42nd birthday by preparing for a playoff game that will also feature an active NFL quarter-final older than him. Breed
completes 28 of 39 passes for 265 meters, In relation to Michael Thomas and Latavius Murray for a touchdown, and the New Orleans Saints beat the Chicago Bears 21-9 in an NFC Sunday wild-card game.Alvin Kamara rushed for 99 yards and added a 3-yard touchdown run in the fourth quarter after sitting in the regular
season finale and not practicing last week for the protocol Victories for the Saints (13-4) and Brees, That turns 42 on Friday, setting up a round meeting of divisions next weekend in the Superdome with Tampa Bay and QB Tom Brady.The Bears (8-9) put forward a defensively fragile performance that prevents the Saints
from building more than one touchdown up Murray's 6-yard catch and score run : Safety Eddie Jackson, lined up for a clear blitz, jumped offside in the fourth-and-3 from the 13-yard Bear Line. Two plays later, Brees scattered to his right when he saw Murray skipping for the ball. Brees got it there with a short touchdown
pass over linebacker that smashed Khalil Mack, and Murray shrinked straight to the goal line, diving through the convergers who gathered to get to the end zone. Brees' first touchdown pass came in the opening quarter on an 11-yard throw to Thomas, returning from a three-game absence to help heal a staggering ankle
injury. Thomas, the 2019 Offensive Player of the Year, missed nine games this season and has not caught a touchdown pass since Dec 22, 2019, at Tennessee.The Bears' Tashaun Gipson set up Chicago's first points and may have prevented the Saints score at the same game. He got his hands on the ball as Taysom
Hill tried to throw away with the receiver breaking into clear. The ball flying forward just a few yards and defensive lineman John Jenkins caught it, setting up Cairo Santos' 36-yard field goal to make it 7-3.But Chicago's offense struggled most of the game against a defense that ranked fourth in the NFL. Quarterback
Mitch Trubisky completed 19 of 29 passes for 199 yards and one TD pass didn't consequential to end Jimmy Graham as time expired. The bear was held until 48 yards rushing. EJECTEDBears starting receiver Anthony Miller was dismissed for leaving defenseman Saints back C.J. Gardner-Johnson after failing to play on
the third ladder early in the early halftime of the second half. Gardner-Johnson was also flagged for unsportsmanlike behaviour but not That marked the second time this season a Bears player was thrown in for a stunt taken against Gardner-Johnson after the whistle. During the regular-season meeting, receiver Javon
Wims was dismissed and suspended two games for a punching punch Reserve safety DeAndre Houston-Carson is being evaluated for concussion in the second quarter. ... Back defenseman Sherrick McManus left with a hamstring injury in the first half. Saints: Cornerback Patrick Robinson and running back Latavius
Murray were each checked for a thigh injury in the second half. UP NEXTBears: Go beyond the season with uncertainty surrounding the future of general manager Ryan Pace and head coach Matt Nagy. The Bears have reached the playoffs twice since Pace took over in 2015, both times under Nagy, hired in 2018.
Chicago lost the playoff opener both times. Saints: Host Brady and the Tampa Bay Buccaneers in the playoffs' division round, the third encounter of the season between rivals NFC South and QBs over their 40 stars. The Saints won every regular season match with double digits.___Follow Brett Martel at the NFL's AP
and Martel, The Associated PressPatricia Loud, Loud's family matriarch in an American Family TV documentary died on Sunday from natural causes. He was 94. News of Loud's death was confirmed on Loud's official Facebook page. With unresolved grief, we are saddened to share the news with friends and family that
on Sunday January [...] Acting Australian PM says the Capitol attacked 'unfortunately' and condemned Trump's 'censorship' TwitterMichael McCormack trying to draw comparisons between the building's fatal storm and last year's Black Lives Matter protest•Quantum AnatomyThank you for your feedback. We will
eliminate this and make the necessary changes. It is expected that the Quantum A.I. will help change life as we know it. Pat Loud, the matriarch of the American Family show, which is considered the first reality series on American television, died Sunday. He was 94. A representative for Loud confirmed his death to
Variety, and the news was posted to the official Strong Family Facebook page. With unresolved grief, we are saddened to share the news [...] The latest total of COVID-19 cases confirmed in Canada as of 8:00 p.m.m. ET on Sunday 10 Jan, 2021. There are 660,289 confirmed cases in Canada. _ Canada: 660,289
confirmed cases (84,567 active, 558,772 settled, 16,950 deaths).*Total number of cases including 13 confirmed cases among tourists sent home. There were 7,817 new cases Sunday of the 74,131 tests completed, for a positive rate of 11 per cent. The active case rate is 224.98 per 100,000 people. Over the past seven
days, there have been a total of 56,775 new cases. The average of seven days of rolling a new case is 8,111. There were 117 new deaths reported Sunday. Over the past seven days there have been a total of 1,085 new reported deaths. A seven-day average rolling new death reported was 155. Average rolling day of
mortality rate is 0.41 per 100,000 people. The overall mortality rate is 45.09 per 100,000 people. There were 14,584,109 tests completed. _ _ and Labrador: 393 confirmed cases (eight active, 381 settled, four deaths). There was one new case Sunday from 152 tests completed, for a positive rate of 0.66 per cent. The
active case rate is 1.53 per 100,000 people. Over the past seven days, there have been three new cases. The average of seven days rolling a new case is zero. No deaths have been reported since last week. The overall mortality rate is 0.77 per 100,000 people. There were 74,689 tests completed. _ Prince Edward
Island: 102 confirmed cases (eight active, 94 settled, zero deaths). There were zero new cases Sunday from 152 completed tests, for a positive rate of 0.0 per cent. The active case rate is 5.1 per 100,000 people. Over the past seven days, there have been six new cases. An average of seven days rolling a new case is
one. No deaths have been reported since last week. The overall mortality rate is zero per 100,000 people. There were 83,106 tests completed. _ Nova Scotia: 1,528 confirmed cases (28 active, 1,435 settled, 65 deaths). There were zero new cases Sunday from 900 tests completed, for a positive rate of 0.0 per cent. The
active case rate is 2.88 per 100,000 people. Over the past seven days, there have been a total of 27 new cases. The average of seven days rolling a new case is four. No deaths have been reported since last week. The overall mortality rate is 6.69 per 100,000 people. There were 187,035 tests completed. _ New
Brunswick: 779 confirmed cases (185 active, 585 settled, nine deaths). There were 14 new cases Sunday of 1,001 finished tests, for a positive rate of 1.4 per cent. The active case rate is 23.81 per 100,000 people. Over the past seven days, there have been a total of 161 new cases. The average of seven days of rolling
a new case is 23. No deaths have been reported since last week. The overall mortality rate is 1.16 per 100,000 people. There were 121,496 tests completed. _ Quebec: 228,821 confirmed cases (24,472 active, 195,663 settled, 8,686 deaths). There were 2,588 new cases Sunday of the 10,312 tests completed, for a
positive rate of 25 per cent. The active case rate is 288.42 per 100,000 people. Over the past seven days, there have been a total of 18,517 new cases. The average of seven days of rolling a new case is 2,645. There were 39 new deaths reported Sunday. Over the past seven days there have been a total of 339 new
reported deaths. The average of seven days of rolling new deaths reported was 48. The average of seven days rolling up the death rate was 0.57 per 100,000 people. The overall mortality rate is 102.37 per 100,000 people. There were 2,596,108 tests completed. _ Ontario: 215,782 confirmed cases (30,079 active,
180,720 settled, 4,983 deaths). There were 3,945 new cases Sunday out of 60,270 tests completed, for a positive rate of 6.5 per cent. The active case rate is 206.49 per 100,000 people. For the past seven days, there have been a total of 24,820 new cases. the average of seven days of rolling a new case is 3,546. There
were 61 new deaths reported Sunday. Over the past seven days there have been a total of 333 new reported deaths. The average of seven days of rolling new deaths reported was 48. The average of seven days rolling up the death rate was 0.33 per 100,000 people. The overall mortality rate is 34.21 per 100,000
people. There were 8,223,608 completed tests. _ Manitoba: 26,317 confirmed cases (4,729 active, 20,850 settled, 738 deaths). There were 151 new cases Sunday. The active case rate is 345.32 per 100,000 people. Over the past seven days, there have been a total of 1,191 new cases. The average of seven days
rolling a new case is 170. There have been five new deaths reported Sunday. Over the past seven days there have been a total of 55 new reported deaths. Averaging seven days of rolling new deaths reported were eight. The average of seven days rolling up the death rate was 0.57 per 100,000 people. The overall
mortality rate is 53.89 per 100,000 people. There were 424,107 tests completed. _ Saskatchewan: 18,110 confirmed cases (3,493 active, 14,426 settled, 191 deaths). There were 307 new cases Sunday of the 1,344 completed tests, for a positive rate of 23 per cent. The active case rate is 297.41 per 100,000 people.
Over the past seven days, there have been a total of 2,029 new cases. The average of seven days rolling a new case is 290. There were zero new deaths reported Sunday. Over the past seven days there have been a total of 33 new reported deaths. An average of seven days of rolling new deaths reported were five.
The average of seven days rolling up the death rate was 0.4 per 100,000 people. The overall mortality rate is 16.26 per 100,000 people. There were 313,181 tests completed. _ Alberta: 111,452 confirmed cases (14,116 active, 96,052 settled, 1,284 deaths). There were 811 new cases Sunday. The active case rate is
322.92 per 100,000 people. Over the past seven days, there have been a total of 7,045 new cases. The average of seven days of rolling a new case is 1,006. There were 12 new deaths reported Sunday. Over the past seven days there have been a total of 238 new reported deaths. An average of seven days of rolling
new deaths reported was 34. The average of seven days rolling up the death rate was 0.78 per 100,000 people. The overall mortality rate is 29.37 per 100,000 people. There were 1,547,298 tests completed. _ British Columbia: 56,632 confirmed cases (7,439 active, 48,205 settled, 988 deaths). There were zero new
cases Sunday. The active case rate is 146.69 per 100,000 people. Over the past seven days, there have been a total of 2,970 new cases. The average of seven days of rolling a new case is 424. There were zero new deaths reported Sunday. Over the past seven days there have been a total of 87 new reported deaths.
An average of seven days of rolling new deaths reported was 12. The average of seven days rolling up the death rate was 0.25 per 100,000 people. The overall mortality rate is 19.48 per 100,000 people. has 993,289 tests completed. _ Yukon: 70 confirmed cases (10 active, 59 settled, one death). There were zero new
cases Sunday. The active case rate is 24.48 per 100,000 people. Over the past seven days, there have been six new cases. An average of seven days rolling a new case is one. No deaths have been reported since last week. The overall mortality rate is 2.45 per 100,000 people. There were 6,079 tests completed. _
Northwest Region: 24 confirmed cases (zero active, 24 settled, zero death). There were zero new cases Sunday. Over the past seven days, there have been a total of zero new cases. The average of seven days rolling a new case is zero. No deaths have been reported since last week. The overall mortality rate is zero
per 100,000 people. There were 8,083 completed tests. _ Nunavut: 266 confirmed cases (zero active, 265 settled, one death). There were zero new cases Sunday. Over the past seven days, there have been a total of zero new cases. The average of seven days rolling a new case is zero. No deaths have been reported
since last week. The overall mortality rate is 2.58 per 100,000 people. There were 5,954 completed tests. The report was automatically generated by the Canadian Newspaper's Digital Data Desk and was first published Jan 10, 2021. Canadian newspapers see tougher measures amid legal concerns 'too lax'Ad'Ad•Merlin
Faude CoachingThank you for your feedback. We will eliminate this and make the necessary changes. Werden Sie jetzt Ihre Aggressionen loses, möglichst schnell, möglichst effecttiv. Despite his priority to return to the Yankees, DJ LeMahieu's free agent has ordered his representative to engage other teams as he has
become disappointed by negotiations with New York.Here are 15 takeaways from Episode 1 of The Tiger Woods documentary, 'Tiger,' on HBO. What's on TV tonight, Monday, Jan 11: A Good Doctor on ABCAd•Ming Your EmpireThank for your feedback. We will eliminate this and make the necessary changes. Experts
say that China will prosper in 2021. What will change? After staying quiet since last week's violent offensive, President DonaldTrump signed a declaration on Sunday to pay tribute to two U.S. Capitolpolice officials ― one of whom died at the hands of his incited mob. Lakers forward Markieff Morris was ejected from the
game against the Rockets after shooting two Rockets, including Cousin DeMarcus, to pull off a pair of technical fouls. Playing robots doesn't mean feat. That was the experience of English-French actress Stacy Martin on the set of a new thriller sci-fi archive, written and directed by Gavin Rothery - and she confiscated
her having moments where I was definitely quite moody. The story is set in 2038, and follows George Almore (Theo James) as he works to make an AI a real human equivalent. His latest prototype is almost and are at the most risky level. However, he has a second motive, which needs to be hidden at all costs: reunited
with Wife. Ad•AMDThank you for your feedback. We will eliminate this and make the necessary changes. Run your critical business application optimally with HPE ProLiant DX powered by AMD EPYC processors. Asking for the EPYC.A.S. petroleum inventory to end last year approached normal levels, as excess crude
stock and products accumulated during the Saudi-Russian volume war and coronavirus lockdowns were successfully inducted. Total crude stocks and products, excluding oil stored in strategic petroleum reserves, ended the year 6% above the seasonal average for the previous five years, down from a 14% surplus in
early July. Surveilances of petroleum inventories were still in the 74th indiscrimination for all week since the beginning of 1995, on the high side, but were down from a surrender at the 92nd percentage in the middle of the year. HIGHLIGHT NEWS: Elite Dragonfly Max NEWS HIGHLIGHTS: With a surge in video
conferments, HP Elite Dragonfly Max delivers the most advanced collaborative experience in a convertible business [1] with 5 MP cameras. NEWS HIGHLIGHTS 2: HP Elite Wireless Earbuds With innovative sound quality, custom calibration, and sound cancellation feature, Elite HP Wireless Earbuds is the world's most
advanced earbuds for cooperation. [2] NEWS HIGHLIGHTs 3: HP Elite Folio As the world's first convertible pull-forward business, [3] Elite Folio HP adapts to the way people transition between work and life using Qualcomm® Snapdragon™ computing platform to deliver 5G connection options, and up to 24.5 hours [4]
NEWS HIGHLIGHTS 4: HP ENVY 14 Mobile personal creative studio, HP ENVY 14 is the company's first 14-inch staging screen with a 16:10 display to see 11% more content for productivity enhancement, and HP Enhanced Lighting – selfie lighting to customize and improve someone's appearance in a video call. [5]
HP at CES 2021 HP Innovation Portfolio @ CES 2021 portfolio innovation. Learn more about www.hp.com/ces2021. HP Elite Dragonfly G2 The HP Elite Dragonfly G2 is part of the most sustainable PC portfolio in the world. [22] HP Elite Dragonfly Max, available at Sparkling Black or Dragonfly Blue, presented an in-
depth collaborative experience built to handle heavy conference claims. HP Elite Folio Transition HP Elite Folio is seamless between laptops, tablets, and media modes with designs that have soft vegan skin. [28] HP EliteBook 840 Aero G8 The HP EliteBook 840 G8 Aero is the world's lightest 14-inch mainstream
business laptop, [37] giving people the freedom to move through a mixed workplace environment, without compromises. HP EliteBook x360 1030 G8 and HP EliteBook x360 1040 G8 Sleek, thin design, and lightweight HP EliteBook x360 1030 G8 and HP EliteBook x360 1040 G8 change to style of work of choice. HP
Elite G8 The HP Elite x2 G8 delivers PC achievements and tablet freedom in stunning design while offering company-friendly features. Hp Enhanced Lamp on HP ENVY 14 THE HP ENVY 14 14 HP Enhanced Lighting, a selfie light that uses lighting controls in the display to customize and improve one's appearance in
video calls. [48] HP M-Series FHD Monitor FHD Series HP is the world's first Eyesafe® a certified monitor series made with recycled ocean-bound plastic. [50] Each monitor is made sustainably with 85% post-user recycling plastic and 100% recycling packaging. [51] Monitors E24u G4 and HP E27u G4 USB-C
Monitoring HP E24u G4 and HP E27u G4 USB-C monitors allow people to enjoy clean tables, rely on fewer cables, and directly power their PCs through a single USB-C® cable. Multiple Wireless Mouse HP Devices 635 Wireless Mouse Multiple HP Devices 635 facilitates workflows and gives people the freedom to
move with a wide range of options adapted in ultra-small form factors on any flat surface, even glass. [52] HP Renew Travel 15.6-inch Backpack The HP Renew Travel 15.6-inch backpack and laptop bag use sustainable fiber materials made from plastic bottles and waste; 6 bottles are recycled into laptop bags and 10
bottles are recycled into backpacks. [54] HP relinquished the discovery PC experience to create, collaborate, and connect wherever you were powerful AI progress, selfie display lighting, and design innovation developed for today's hybrid world of PALO ALTO, Calif., Jan 10, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- PC has never
been more important, so this year at CES 2021, HP Inc. launched an important computing innovation for how and where people are experiencing work and life. HP today launched new devices and solutions designed to dominate hybrid work environments and growing personal creative studios. With half of the global
workforce still working remotely as a result of the COVID-19.6 pandemic new use cases for PCs appear for consumers and workers living at home. Since COVID, there has been a seven-hour increase per week in time spent on private PCs.7 In some cases, This has resulted in increased creativity every day - with
photography, writing stories or articles, and streaming directly into the top three activities among users.8 But working and living at home is not always easy, with only 30% of people having space where they can close the door.9 Yet 72% of knowledge workers want hybrid remote-office models forward and 48% of Gen Z
is considering business expansion their free future,11 requires solutions with enhanced collaboration and micro-mobility characteristics. Although PCs are more important than ever, what matters most is people. Our innovation engine continues to be targeted in deep customer insights that help keep people connected,
engaged, contribute in this new world, says Alex Cho, president, Personal Systems, HP Inc. We are looking beyond the devices people use for what will improve their experiences - from software that provides lighting controls for video calls, peripherals that allow a more customizable experience that allows for a more
customizable experience, to how can make it easier to monitor and manage devices for various devices. Unexpected Collaboration The way we work and where it happens has increased the need for technology that makes us productive and collaborative. The ability to cooperate even other than has never been more
important. HP meets these requirements with the new HP Dragonfly G2 and HP Dragonfly Max in collaboration with the next level. HP Elite Dragonfly G2 gives people the freedom to move around home or office as the world's lightest compact business is convertible12 with a starting weight of less than 1 kg.13 It is also
part of the world's most sustainable PC portfolio with interesting finishes and accomplices that combine recycled materials, including sea-bound plastic.15 This device offers incredible power through Gen Intel® 11th Core™ processor and new Intel® integrated graphics and allows users to stay connected through
impressive 4G gigabit-class LTE connections,18 with Tiles™ are now built inside the attractive Dragonfly Blue Casis is a 2-in-1 exchange with an easy-to-clean design. New and improved features include clear sound with Audio by Bang &amp; Olufsen, now AI-enabled to maximize audio experiences for speech, music,
and movies. New HP disruption detection technology, HP Tamper Lock, locking up the PC if it has been physically opened or compromised and told consumers.20The HP Elite Dragonfly Max took Elite Dragonfly G2 unexpectedly to deliver the world's most advanced collaboration in a convertible business.21 Available in
C Elite Dragonfly Max providing a clear, crispy, and comfortable collaboration experience with enhanced features : four diverse microphones with AI-driven audio optimization, 5 MP + IR cameras for high-quality video chat, and HP Eye Ease display with blue light technology with Eyesafe certification® to work, browse, or
chat without burdensome eyes. Elite HP's Elite Wireless Earbuds is the world's most advanced earbuds for collaboration,23 with personal audio tuning, adjustable sound cancellation, and preset sound conditions. All-day streams with seamless earbuds shift from conference calls on PCs to listen to music on phones via
the convenient Windows® 10, iOS or Android apps. Elite Wireless Earbuds will be offered as a package option with Elite Dragonfly Max or available separately for purchase. Ultimate Liquid for Unlimited Mobility and ProductivityThe HP Elite Folio amp unlimited productivity with Qualcomm® Snapdragon™ 8cx Gen 2 5G
calculation platform delivers various gigabit connection speed cone with optional 5G connection,24 Wi-Fi 6.25 and up to 24.5 hours of local video playback.26 Featuring pull-forward shape factors with unibody design Flexible, magnesium, Elite Folio combines what people like about their phones, tablets, and PCs all into
one device. Wake up and move without missing a beat with webcam viewing fields, double microphone grams, and high-definition speakers with Audio by Bang &amp; Olufsen. The 13.5-inch bug display has the HP Sure View Optional privacy panel, 27 and HD webcams with built-in privacy turners for enhanced security.
From work to home, Elite Folio can adapt to any environment with fanless design and quiet keyboard. The device also includes HP Elite Slim Active Pen which is always ready with integrated charging and storage swings for quick access. Light, Elegant, and PowerfulThe HP EliteBook 840 G8 Aero give people the
freedom to move and meet their multi-tasking demands, multi-place working days. With a starting weight below 2.5 lbs.,29 this powerhouse is equipped with the 11th Gen Intel®® processor, ™ processor, Integrated Tiles™ capabilities,30 Wi-Fi 6,31, 32 and LTE 5G connection options.33 People can collaborate even in
addition to integrated HD 720p cameras, third microphones facing the world, top shooting speakers, and AI-based audio. Some of the most secure and controlled PCs in the world,34 these devices organize various HP security features to ensure the security of sensitive data, including HP Privacy Camera and the choice
of HP Sure View Reflect to protect against visual hacking.35 Design has a new magnesium csation containing 90% recycled material, recycled plastic, and 100% secure connected packaging to reduce the environmental impact.36Additional new devices from HP include : * HP EliteBook x360 1030 G8 and HP EliteBook
x360 1040 G8 changes to an optional work style with a powerful processor, strong security, optional 5G connection options.38 * HP Elite x2 G8 combines modern PC performance with genuine tablet mobility for professionals who want freedom to work anywhere without compromising on privacy Smart Support Vision-
Driven Services provides quick resolution to IT-related issues to keep employees up and running.39 Built on HP's focus on insight-driven innovation, the new solution puts the power of insights and AI into its customers' hands through cloud-based telemetry. Smart Support securely provides HP Support Agents with
device health insights and configuration data for them to check, diagnose, and resolve device-related problems quickly to ensure short support calls give employees time back to do the job. This new option can be downloaded on the selected HP commercial device. HP Business Boost offers unique support for SMEs to
help manage remote employees to be productive from wherever they work with simple solutions for PCs and out-of-the-box printers. 40Unleash CreativityThe HP ENVY 14 is a creative studio transfer, giving people the freedom to create and stay connected from anywhere. Exposure to IPS 16:10 WUXGA (1920 x 1200)
various touches allows 11% greater IPS exposure than the traditional 16:9 usury computer.41 This is also HP's first 14-inch spicy riba computer featuring color specifiers with Delta &lt; &lt; Color accuracy continues to exit the box.42 Easily access and adjusts the display settings depending on the creative scenario with
HP.43Based Display Control on a person's workflow, customize the 11th Intel® Gen Intel™ processor44 and up to NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 1650 graphic design Ti Max-Q45 through four different settings in HP System Control. Stay cool while creative flow is warming up with advanced thermal solutions using
THERMOEL IR sensors in HP Performance Control. Allocate power between CPU and GPU to definitively in creator workflow with HP Dynamic Power. Achieve all this while experiencing up to 16.5 hours of battery life to create confident.46The ENVY 14 includes physical addresses for webcams, dumb microphone keys
specifically on the keyboard, and AI Noise Removal features to cleverly mute background noise when using speakers, headphones, or microphones during video chat, audio Transfer photos, videos, documents and more, wirelessly between PC and mobile devices with HP QuickDrop.47Designed for ProductivityThe HP
M-Series FHD Monitor is designed for home workers and creative that needs to be productive, with a thin design for modern looks and flavors. Eyes remain comfortable when working with light technology constantly-on, low blue without having a colour accuracy with Eyesafe'® certification. The color remains really alive
and enthusiastic when looking at content with 99% SRGB for a wider color of gamut.49 The M24f, M27f, and M32f FHD have a three-sided borderless design with Full HD for image clarity and wide viewing angles. Workspaces can stay clean and organized with integrated cable management along the back of the stand
to reduce wire clutter. HP E24u G4 monitors and HP E27u G4 USB-C provide clean desk solutions with fast and easy USB-C® connections that can power laptops connected to up to 65W. For home and office workers who need a simple multi-monitor configuration, this display offers daisy chains, multi-port connections,
four-way ergonomics, and HP Eye Ease is always blue light protection to help with long hours of productivity. With the display power button, wake up or put to sleep your monitor and laptop, even if the lid is closed. HP 635 Multi-Device Wireless Mouse is a perfect and ultra-small travelling companion - from work to home
with a year-long battery life. Connect with up to three different devices with USB® a dongle nano or connect up to two devices using Bluetooth® for an uninterterested transition between a PC and a tablet. Simplify workflows with four promissible calm click buttons that can activate predetermined commands such as undo
and redo using the inside side buttons in up to 10 applications, including: Adobe® Illustrtor, Adobe® Photoshop, Excel, Microsoft Word, Microsoft PowerPoint, AutoCAD, SolidWorks, Sketch Up, Chrome, and Zoom.The HP Renew Travel 15.6-inch backpack and laptop bag are sustainably made with fiber material
obtained by recycled plastic This light bag moves comfortably with adjustable straps and various pockets on and off the bag to help the organization. Matching pockets and anti-theft elastic zipper bands ensure adequate protection until a 15.6-inch bug laptop. Prices and Availability55 * HP Elite Dragonfly G2 is expected
to be available in January. Prices will be available closer to availability. * HP Elite Dragonfly Max is expected to be available in January. Prices will be available closer to availability. * Elite HP Wireless Earbuds is expected to be available in April. Prices will be available closer to availability. * HP Elite Folio is expected to be
available in February. Prices will be available closer to availability. * HP EliteBook 840 Aero G8 is expected to be available in March. Price will be available closer to availability. * HP Smart Support is expected to be available in March. * HP EliteBook x360 1030 G8 and HP EliteBook x360 1040 G8 is expected to be
available in January. Prices will be available closer to availability. * HP Elite x2 G8 is expected to be available in April. Prices will be available closer to availability. * HP ENVY 14 is expected to be available in January HP.com starting price of $999. * HP Series FHD monitors are expected to be available in March HP.com
starting price of $139. * HP monitors E24u G4 and HP E27u G4 USB-C are expected to be available in February for $219 and $339, respectively. * HP 635 Wireless Mouse Multiple Devices is expected to be available in February for $59.99. * HP Renew Travel 15.6-inch backpacks and laptop bags are expected to be
available in February HP.com starting price of $49. For more information on the HP innovations announced at CES 2021, visit www.hp.com/ces2021. For newspapers, please visit the online press kit at HP Press Center.About HP Inc. creates technology that makes life better for everyone, anywhere. Through our product
and service portfolio of personalized systems, printers and 3D printing solutions, we engineers experience mesmerising ones. More information about HP Inc. can be found in , Intel and Iris logos are trademarks of Intel Corporation or its subsidiaries in the United States and/or other countries. Qualcomm and Snapdragon
are trademarks or registered trademarks of Qualcomm Incorporated. Qualcomm Snapdragon is a product of Qualcomm Technologies, Inc. and/or its subsidiaries.©Copyright 2021 HP Development Company, L.P. The information contained herein is subject to change without notice. The only warranty for HP products and
services is reflected in the statement of real assurance accompanying those products and services. Nothing herein shall be constituted as an additional warranty. HP shall not be liable for errors or technical or editorial contained here.* *1 Convertible business, laptops cannot be separated by encryption, authentication,



malware protection that has been installed BIOS level protection, passing LIGHTWEIGHT-STD testing. The most advanced collaboration based on 5MB privacy cameras with personal webcams for video conferencing, four microphones (two world-facing fronts), Eyesafe certification, sound calibration and dynamic audio-
based personalization that personalizes the experience of listening and learning interactions as far as December 2020. 2 Based on HP internal analysis in December 2020. Most advanced based on active Sound Cancellation premium, hearing tests for audio personalization include fit earbud tests, hearing enrichment,
customized environmental pre-set, customized transparency mode, speech amplification, sound direction customization, tap to switch between devices/between audio settings, free low power/double-ear forces for ear use, Windows Swift Pair with a comprehensive Windows 10 application, apps for Android devices and
iOS. 3 Based on HP internal analysis of convertible businesses, inseparable with encryption, authentication, malware protection and BIOS level protection, passed an MIL-STD test that pulls forward into tablet mode while covering the keyboard for protection as of Dec. 2020. 4 Battery life tested by HP using continuous
FHD video playback, 1080p resolution (1920x1080), 150 bright nits, system audio levels at 17%, player audio level at 100%, play full screen from local storage, attached headphones, wireless but not connected. The actual battery life will vary depending on the configuration and maximum capacity will naturally decrease
with time and consumption. 5 Expected to be available in February 2021. 6 Coronavirus: How the world worked my changes forever. Bbc. Proprietary Research Group 7 HP. USA, UK and Japan. Oct 2020. 8 HP Creative Consumer Insights (2,653 Users in the US, UK and China) A2. How many hours a week do you
spend on average doing [PIPES IN ACTIVITY FROM HQ2]? (n=2,653). 9 HP User Insights - PC is Important: Play, Work, Learn June 3, 2020; Surveys conducted with 1,095 end users working at home at least some time in the US, UK, China, Australia and France. 10 Moves outside far: Workplace transformation in
stemming COVID 19. 10/7/2020. 11 HP Proprietary Research. Creative Users/ Prosumers/ Freelancers in the US, UK, Japan. Oct 2020. 12 Based on convertible compact business, cannot be separated by encryption, authentication, malware protection and BIOS level protection, passing the MIL-STD test below 59 cubic
inches of total as of December 2020. Lightest based on starting weight. 13 Weight will vary by configuration. UHD panel or HP Sure View Reflect, base unit 32GB, WWAN, 4-cell battery, and SSD 512GB or higher are not present in configurations starting at less than 1kg. 14 Used for HP PCs, Workstations and Exposures
generated after January 2019. Based on most Gold and Silver EPEAT registrations® by fulfilling all necessary and reached 50-74% of the preferred points for EPEAT® Silver and 75-100% option points for EPEAT® Gold according to IEEE 1680.1-2018 EPEAT®. Status varies by country. Visit www.epeat.net for more
information. 15 Laptop speaker enclosure and display bezel components made with 5% ocean-bound plastic. 16 Systems based on the 11th Gen Intel Core vPro platform are expected to be available in January 2021. Module 17 5G is an optional feature that must be configured during purchase. AT&amp;NETWORK T
and T-Mobile are supported in the United States Module designed for 5G networks as carriers using Evolved-Universal Terrestrial Radio Access New Radio Dual Connectivity (ENDC) with both 100 MHz from 5G NR and LTE broadband channels, using 256QAM 4x4 as defined by 3GPP, requires activation Check with
the service provider for coverage and availability in your area. Connections, uploads and downloads of speed will vary due to networks, location, environment, network conditions, and other factors. 5G is not available on all products, in all regions. Backwards are compatible to 4G LTE and 3G HSPA technology. The 5G
module plans to be available in selected countries, where carriers are supported. 18 Gigabit Class Module Category 4G LTE is optional and must be configured at the factory. The module, designed for up to 1 Gbps download speed as carriers use 5 aggregation carriers and 100 MHz channel broadband, requires
activation and service contracts purchased separately. Backwards are compatible to HSPA 3G technology. Check with the service provider for coverage and availability in your area. Connections, uploads and downloads of speed will vary due to networks, location, environment, network conditions, and other factors. LTE
4G is not available on all products, in all regions. 19 Tiles require Windows 10. Some features require an optional subscription to Tile Premium. The tile app for Windows 10 is available to download from Windows Shop. Mobile apps are available for download from the App Store and Google Play. Requires iOS 11 and
larger or Android 6.0 and more for more information. HP tiles will work as long as the PC has battery power. 20 HP Tamper Lock must be enabled by your customer or administrator. 21 Convertible business, laptops cannot be separated by encryption, authentication, malware protection and BIOS level protection, passing
MIL-STD testing. The most advanced collaboration based on 5MB privacy cameras with personal webcams for video conferencing, four microphones (two world-facing fronts), Eyesafe certification, sound calibration and dynamic audio-based personalization that personalizes the listening experience and learning as of
December 2020. 22 Applies to HP PC, Workstations and Displays produced after January 2019. Based on most EPEAT Gold and Silver ® registrations by meeting all the necessary criteria and reaching 50-74% of the preferred points for Silver and 75-100% option points for EPEAT® Gold according to IEEE 1680.1-2018
EPEAT®. Status varies by country. Visit www.epeat.net for more information. 23 Based on HP internal analysis in December 2020. Most advanced based on active Sound Cancellation premium, hearing tests for audio personalization include fit earbud tests, hearing enrichment, customized environmental pre-set,
customized transparency mode, speech amplification, sound direction customization, tap to switch between devices/between audio settings, free low power/double-ear forces for ear use, Windows Swift Pair with a comprehensive Windows 10 application, apps for Android devices and iOS. Module 24 5G is an optional
feature that must be configured during purchase. AT&amp;NETWORK T and T-Mobile are supported in the United States Module designed for 5G networks as carriers using Evolved-Universal Terrestrial Radio Access New Radio Dual Connectivity (ENDC) with both 100 MHz from 5G NR and LTE broadband channels,
using 256QAM 4x4 as defined by 3GPP, requires activation Check with the service provider for coverage and availability in your area. Connections, uploads and downloads of speed will vary due to networks, location, environment, network conditions, and other factors. 5G is not available on all products, in all regions.
Backwards are compatible to 4G LTE and 3G HSPA technology. The 5G module plans to be available in selected countries, where carriers are supported. 25 Wi-Fi® support gigabit data can be accessed with Wi-Fi 6 (802.11ax) when transferring files between two devices connected to the same router. Requires a
wireless router, sold separately, supporting 160 MHz channels. 26 Battery life tested by HP using continuous FHD video playback, 1080p resolution (1920x1080), 150 bright nits, system audio levels at 16%, player audio level at 100%, play full screen from local storage, attached fonts, wireless The actual battery life will
vary depending on the configuration and maximum capacity will naturally decrease with time and consumption. 27 HP Sure View Reflects an integrated privacy screen is an optional feature that must be configured during purchase and is designed to work in landscape orientation. 28 100% polyvinyl. 29 Weight will vary
according to HP Sure View Reflect configuration, various SODIMMs, WWAN, Smart Cards and ECCM not available on configuration starting less than 1.15kg. 30 Sold separately or as an optional feature. 31 Wireless access points and internet services are required and sold separately. The availability of public wireless
access points is limited. Wi-Fi 6 is backward compatible with specifications before 802.11. Specifications for Wi-Fi 6 (802.11ax) are drafts and Final. If the final specifications differ from the draft specifications, it can affect the ability of notebooks to communicate with other 802.11ax devices. 32 Wi-Fi® supporting gigabit
data can be accessed with Wi-Fi 6 (802.11ax) when transferring files two devices connected to the same router. Requires a wireless router, sold separately, supporting 160 MHz channels. Module 33 5G is an optional feature that must be configured during purchase. AT&amp;NETWORK T and T-Mobile are supported in
the United States Module designed for 5G networks as carriers using Evolved-Universal Terrestrial Radio Access New Radio Dual Connectivity (ENDC) with both 100 MHz from 5G NR and LTE broadband channels, using 256QAM 4x4 as defined by 3GPP, requires activation Check with the service provider for coverage
and availability in your area. Connections, uploads and downloads of speed will vary due to networks, location, environment, network conditions, and other factors. 5G is not available on all products, in all regions. Backwards are compatible to 4G LTE and 3G HSPA technology. The 5G module plans to be available in
selected countries, where carriers are supported. 34 Based on unique and comprehensive HP security capabilities at no additional cost and management of HP Managed Integration Kit for every aspect of the PC including hardware, BIOS and software management use Microsoft System Center Configuration Manager
on HP Elite PCs with Windows and 8th Gene and Higher Intel® processor or AMD Ryzen™ 400 higher HP ProDesk 600 G6 processor with Intel® 10th Gene and higher processor; and HP ProBook 600 with AMD Ryzen™ 4000 or Intel® 11th Gene and higher. 35 HP Sure View Reflects an integrated privacy screen is an
optional feature that must be configured during purchase and is designed to work in landscape orientation. 36 100% outer box packaging made of certified and lestetically recycled fibers. Fiber cushions are made of 100% recycled wood fiber and organic matter. Any plastic cushions made of &gt;90% recycled plastic. 37
Based on HP's internal analysis of 14 business laptops with encryption, authentication, malware protection and BIOS level protection, passed the MIL-STD test, USB-C® docking including power delivery, clamshell form factor, Intel® U Series or AMD Ryzen™ Pro processor, HDMI, and at least two USB ports 3.1 Gen1,
optional integrated smart card reader, WWAN option and at least 53 W batteries The lightest is based on weight gain. Module 38 5G is an optional feature that must be configured during purchase. AT&amp;NETWORK T and T-Mobile are supported in the U.S. Module designed for 5G networks as carriers using Evolved-
Universal Terrestrial Radio Access New Radio Dual Connectivity (ENDC) with both 100 MHz from 5G NR and LTE broadband channels, using 256QAM 4x4 as defined by 3GPP, requires activation and 3GPP purchased separately. Check with the service provider for coverage and availability in your area. Connections,
uploads and downloads of speed will vary due to networks, location, environment, network conditions, and other factors. 5G is not available on all products, in all regions. Backwards are compatible to 4G LTE and 3G HSPA technology. 5G module is designed to available in selected countries, where carriers are
supported. 39 HP Smart Support is available to commercial customers through your HP Service Representative and the HP Factory Configuration Service can be downloaded at: 40 Minimum purchase requirements apply. The financing should be obtained directly by the Customer and available through HP-certified
financial partners to qualified customers. It may be subject to credit checks by financial partners and the implementation of their standard documentation. The protection of guarantee and support services should match the financial period for example if the customer chooses a 3-year financial period, then the hardware
should be covered during the period with the Recruitment &amp; Recruitment Pack; Basic returns or guarantees (3/3/3). Check the Central Care Pack to verify PC compatibility: . Offer rates and terms may vary based on customer credit rating, offer type, service and/or type and preferences of customer equipment. Other
charges, including without limitation, taxes, fees and shipping charges, may apply. Not all HP products are eligible and not all customers may be eligible. Other restrictions may apply. HP reserves the right to change or cancel the program at any time without notice. HP services are regulated by the HP terms and
conditions of service provided or shown to customers at the time of purchase. Customer may have additional legal rights in accordance with applicable local laws, and those rights are not in any way affected by the HP terms and conditions of service or the HP Limited Warranty provided with your HP Product. 41 Based
on pixel comparisons versus a ratio of 16:9 14-inch bug laptops. 42 Only available on SKU that does not touch. All configurations are the color of the calibrated factory delta E &amp; lt; 2. 43 Available on all configurations. Requires Windows 10 or above. 44 Multi-core is designed to improve the performance of certain
software products. Not all customers or software applications will necessarily benefit from the use of this technology. The frequency of performance and hours varies depending on the workload of your application and your hardware and software configuration. Numbering, branding and/or naming inTel is not a measure of
higher performance. 45 NVIDIA® Max-Q design can help reduce system heat and noise in thinner form factors of PC. The design of the form factor and thickness of the system will vary. Overall graphic performance may be lower than alternative graphic solutions that do not use Max-Q design. 46 Battery life tested by HP
using continuous FHD video playback, 1080p resolution (1920x1080), 150 bright nits, system audio levels at 17%, player audio level at 100%, play full screen from local storage, headphones wireless but not connected. The actual battery life will vary depending on the configuration and maximum capacity will naturally
decrease with time and consumption. 47 HP Quick Drop requires Internet access and Windows 10 PC is installed with QuickDrop HP quickDrop app either android devices (phones or tablets) running Android 7 or higher with the HP QuickDrop Android app, and/or iOS devices (phone or tablet) running iOS 12 or higher
with the QuickDrop IOS HP app. 48 Expected to be available in February 2021. 49 All performance specifications represent typical specifications provided by the manufacturer of HP components; actual performance may vary either higher or lower. 50 Based on internal analysis of HP displays marketed to users as of Jan
2021. The display plastic enclosure made with 85% of post-user recycled plastic content consists of 5% of ocean-bound plastic material by weight. Eyesafe® a certified website. 51 Based on HP internal analysis. Recycled plastic content of 85% post-user consists of 5% of ocean-bound plastic material with weight. 100%
out of-of-the-box /packaging corrugate cushions made of sustainably certified and recycled fibers. Fiber cushions are made of 100% recycled wood fiber and organic matter. Excludes plastic bags and plastic foam sheets. 52 Tested on a glass less than a thickness of 4 mm. 53 HP Renew series made of 100% REcycled
PET, or plastic bottles, shredded into small pellets, melt into thin fiber, spun into rolls and weaving. 54 Based on internal analysis of HP. Fabrics made with recycled PET plastic water bottles. Calculations based on grams per product use 12.7 grams per 16.9 ounces single serve bottled water containers. 55 Prices and
availability are subject to change without notice. Photos accompanying this announcement is available CONTACT: Christina Wahl, HP Commercial Christina.Wahl@hp.com www.hp.com/go/newsroom Jenni Balthrop, HP Consumer Consumer what does that mean?! Means?!
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